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The Fortnight in Review
Iraq says International Powers Should Keep their
Tensions Out of Syria

Russia urges “de-escalation” are on borders with
Israel and Jordan

During the 29th Arab summit in Saudi Arabia last Sunday, Iraqi
Foreign Minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari called on the international
community to keep conflicts of world powers away from Syria. He
was meeting with UN Special Envoy to Syria Staffan de Mistura. In
addition, Jaafari noted that Iraq supports the “political settlement of
the Syrian crisis” and De Mistura called on Iraq to play a role in
solving the Syrian crisis. He said that Iraq has balanced relations
with all regional countries and it can contribute to solving the
Syrian crisis

Russia's Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov has said that only Syrian
forces should be present in areas along the border with Israel and
Jordan. An offensive on the Dara’a area has begun in Tariq AlSadd neighborhood, following Syrian SAA aircraft having dropped
leaflets over the town, telling fighters to surrender. The southern
areas are mainly controlled by opposition groups, and Israel is
concerned that any Syrian government presence on the border
with the Golan Height will bring Iran closer to Israeli-controlled
territory. Jordan also doesn’t want to see Iranian troops or militias
on their border. The US, Russia and Jordan agreed last year to
create a "de-escalation zone" in southwest Syria, including Deraa,
Quneitra and Sweida areas. A three-way meeting is planned
between Russia, the US and Jordan to discuss the de-escalation
zone in southern Syria in an attempt to preserve the the agreement
in the event of a Syrian army (SAA) offensive.

Turkey & US agree to remove YPG from Manbij
Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu and US Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo struck a deal this week in Washington, which
will see the removal of YPG fighters from Manbij, whom Tukey view
as “terrorists”. The US has seen the YPG as a key ally when
fighting IS. Turkey has said that YPG fighters must next withdraw
from Raqqa, Kobane, and other areas currently under their control.
Those in Manbij will move east of the Euphrates. The Syrian
government, Kurdish fighters, Syrian rebels, Turkey, and the US
are all active in the north of Syria.

Hezbollah Reaffirms Its Commitment to Assad
Lebanese Parliament Speaker Nabih Berri has said that Hezbollah's
presence in Syria had prevented ISIS from reaching Lebanon. He
further stated that “Hezbollah and Iran would not withdraw from

Peacebuilding Corner
Aswat Faeela (‘Active Voices’) is a project bringing young
Syrian social activists to address some of the challenges they
face. They designed social action projects to improve
relationships between Syrian community members and their
European host communities, as well as some designing social
action projects to be implemented with Syria itself. The
capcity-building workshop enabled the social activists to
develop social leadership skills in order that they can promote
peacebuilding and play an active role in strengthening ties
between host communities and the Syrian diaspora, as well
as ties between now shattered communities within Syria. The
project is led by the British Council and implemented through
partners (including International Alert, Search for Common
Ground and Globally Connected).

Keep An Eye Out For:
International Alert’s Conflict Ideas Forum: events convened by
International Alert to discuss important developments and
challenges in peacebuilding theory and practice with experts,
practitioners and academics. Submit your Peacebuilding
Initiative: claire.payne@patrir.ro.
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Syria until its "territorial integrity" is regained.” He called for
international negotiations to find a political solution: “I believe that
without negotiations between Russia, the United States, Turkey,
Iran, Saudi Arabia, Egypt and at least one European country…it is
impossible to resolve the Syrian crisis” he said.

Amnesty International Finds US Guilty of War
Crimes in Syria
According to a report released this week by Amnesty International,
the US committed war crimes in its four-month-long siege of
Raqqa last year whilst ridding the city of ISIS. The report stated
that “There is strong evidence that [US] coalition air and artillery
strikes killed and injured thousands of civilians, including in
disproportionate or indiscriminate attacks that violated international
humanitarian law and are potential war crimes”. Though the
ground offensive was led by the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF),
made up mostly of Syrian Kurdish YPG militia, their advance was
aided by “relentless bombardment by US warplanes and artillery
units”. US Army Sergeant Major John Wayne Troxell, was quoted
as saying: “In five months they [US Marines] fired 30,000 artillery
rounds on ISIS targets. … They fired more rounds in five months in
Raqqa, Syria, than any other Marine or Army battalion, since the
Vietnam War. … Every minute of every hour we were putting some
kind of fire on ISIS in Raqqa, whether it was mortars, artillery,
rockets, Hellfires, armed drones, you name it.” 80% of Raqqa is
estimated to have been destroyed, along with a disputed number
of hundreds of civilians killed.

Assad’s Ultimatum to SDF
The SDF, Syrian Democratic Forces, controlling areas in the north
and east of Syria, have warned that attempts by Assad to retake
the areas would lead to more loss of life. “Whatever military
solution against SDF, will result into more destruction, loss and
hardships to Syrian people,” Kino Gabriel, spokesperson for SDF,
said. The SFDF is backed by the US and are in control around a
third of the country. In a recent interview, Assad said: "The only
problem left in Syria is the SDF” and threatens to re-take SDF
controlled territory by force if they do not negotiate. The SDF
formed in 2015, and claims to fight to establish a democratic and
federal Syria similar to the Rojava region in the north. The SDF is
made up of a mix of Kurdish YPG, Arab, Turkmen and Armenian
fighters. Kurdish YPG forces control autonomous regions in the
north with their allies, making up nearly a quarter of Syrian territory.
Both the SDF and SAA troops with Russian allies are fighting ISIS
separately in eastern Syria. Turkey believes the Kurdish

Democratic Union Party (PYD) in Syria and its armed wing YPG
have ties to the banned Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK). Tensions
had been high between Turkey and the US, as Turkey had
threatened to advance its offensive in the Afrin region in the north
further east to Manbij, which could have led to confrontation with
US troops .

SDF Advances Towards ISIS on Iraq border
The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights has said that the SDF
has killed tens of ISIS fighters whilst many others fled in an
offensive supported by US, Iraqi and coalition shelling. The areas
targeted were al-Desheisha village, south of Hasaka. Iraq has
committed to fighting ISIS in the wider region, not just within its’
borders. This comes as 22 Iraqi militants were killed in
confrontations against members of Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham (HTSformerly Al-Nusra Front) in northwestern Syria, in Kafr Hund village
in the countryside of Selqin city in Idlib. The incident occurred
when an Iraqi family was allegedly accused of being members of
ISIS, and resulted in members of the family being arrested by HTS.
Many IS members who have been pushed out of Iraq have settled
in northern Syria and on the border with Iraq. The SDF plans on
turning its attention soon to Hegeen, which is considered the final
and largest stronghold of ISIS. The US began sending weapons
and other equipment to the SDF in May, when they began their
offensive against ISIS in Raqqa.

35 Syrian & Russian Fighters Killed by ISIS
A convoy of Syrian and Russian personnel were ambushed by ISIS
fighters southwest of al-Mayadin leaving around 35 dead, including
9 Russians, according to the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights. Four more Russians were killed in an attack on Deir ez-Zor
on Sunday, who the Russian Defence Ministry claim were Russian
advisors who run the Syrian artillery.

Civil Defence Transfer Mass Graves
The Civil Defense Directorate in Idlib Province announced that the
prisoners’ affairs committee has transferred remains from a mass
grave in al-Hamediyah Base, in the countryside of Ma’ret alNuman, to another grave in Idlib. The remains are said to be
those of SAA (government forces), killed in fierce fighting for the
base in 2014.

Russian- Iranian Tensions
Tensions are high as Russian Forces asked the Lebanese
Hezbollah to withdraw its forces from al-Dabaa airbase and bases
in the western and southwestern countryside of Homs. In the
south, Iranian Forces are still refusing the Russian proposal that
they withdraw from Daraa and Quneitra provinces as well as the
entire Syrian south towards other areas in central Syria, according
to the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights. Iranian Forces have
allegedly imposed a condition in exchange for their withdrawal
towards the desert and central Syria, which is the evacuation of
al-Tanf base by the American and International Coalition Forces
on the Syrian – Iraqi border. Further adding to tensions is the
reporting of a secret agreement said to have taken place between
Russia and Turkey based on ending the Iranian presence in the
Syrian north completely. This Russian – Iranian tension has
reportedly created a crack within Syrian government leadership
and officers, splitting them between pro-Russian and pro-Iran,
also happening in the ranks of the Revolutionary Guards, the
Lebanese Hezbollah Forces, and pro-militia of Syrian, Iraqi,
Lebanese, Afghani, and Asian nationalities. There are estimated
to be 32,000 non-Syrian fighters in the country.

US & French Military Reach Eastern Euphrates
The U.S.-led Coalition has allegedly brought additional military
reinforcements to northeast of Syria, following Assad’s remarks
threatening the takeover of SDF-controlled territory. A Kurdish
Source has said that “French troops in Deir az-Zour as well as the
air cover by the U.S.-Coalition shows readiness to respond to
whatever violation by the region against its allies, the Syrian
Democratic Forces.” France has recently deployed missiles in Deir
ez-Zor countryside to protect the Eastern Euphrates region..

Want to learn more about our work in Syria?
Go to www.patrir.org/syria or email info@patrir.org
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